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I attended Daniel Fu’s poster presentation; he is a fellow SULI intern. He was very clear in his explanation of his project and provided an effective overview of his work. When he was tasked with answering a question from me or another listener, he professionally answered the question and explained the reasoning efficiently. The responses he provided effectively answered what was asked, but he also truly clarified the question by divulging a more in-depth insight. He also did not seem bothered by excessive questions but rather enjoyed developing a discussion with others. He easily transitioned his presentation of information into a conversation, discussing feedback and other information with other employees; this allowed his poster session to be more engaging and interesting to partake in.

Daniel Fu delivered detailed explanations and was very informative when talking through his poster and project. He went through adequate detail to explain his project but did not overwhelm the listeners either with too much information. He was effective with providing the highlights of his project and leaving room for questions. His display of information was well-balanced. The presentation developed by Daniel also had a clear direction, and he always stayed focused on the primary topic of his poster. The work shown in the poster and verbally explained was well-researched and delivered.

The results and conclusion sections in the poster adequately recapped Daniels’ progress and gave insight into the next steps for his project. The introduction in his poster also supplied a useful preview of his work before delving into the more detailed subject of his poster. He did well in illustrating the information by introducing the project before explaining his work and summarizing his talk before inviting questions. He also was not put off-balance when questions were asked during his explanations or when he was interrupted; he recovered well and provided quick answers.

The visual aids used in the poster were also well selected and placed. They were successful in conveying the desired information by Daniel and visually appealing. Each photo assisted in Daniel’s explanations and appeared vital to the poster. He made use of them during his explanations by pointing to them and providing further information. The photos were also placed on the poster with high image quality, meaning there was no blurriness and they were visually clear.